
New Rock City announced new single 'Nice To Meet Ya' on
November 20th, 2020 via RatMan Records. 'Nice To Meet Ya' is the
first single from New Rock City's forthcoming album, which will be
finished by the end of 2021 and released on 2022. The song was
produced by Matt Chiaravalle (Blondie, Courtney Love, Joe
Bonamassa) at Mercy Sound Recording Studios in East Village, NY.
The band's new single made its debut on Rodney Bingenheimer's
show on The Underground Garage on Sirius XM, and it was on
rotation for 3 more weeks. It's being currently aired in UK on Jay
Conroy's show and The BandWagon Show on Radio Wigwam on
heavy rotation too. The music video was filmed last December, 2020
in New York by Paul Grant and produced by Grant and Tom Krause,
and it will be released in March, 2021.
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The NYC duo evolves towards new different directions in every song. 
They have an enviable eclecticism in their songwriting and they know 
how to mix it well. The band put together touches of new wave, punk rock, 
pop and arena rock to then go back to the rawness of rock n roll melted with 
moments of smoothness and dream-like pop melodies in the middle of 
chaotic and psychedelic breakdowns, plus that extra of 80's post-punk 
textures mixed with crispy and powerful riffs coming from guitarist Kick
 plus the euphoria of the multi - faceted Rossano's voice which reminds 
you sometimes a young Grace Slick singing 'White Rabbit' at Woodstock. 
Think Pretenders meet Joan Jett in the mid 80's at Madison Square Garden
 or Billy Idol meets Patti Smith at CBGB's.
The charismatic rock duo formed in NYC in 2012 and cut their teeth in the 
East Village underground scene since then.


